
Corsham Regis Primary Academy        
 

School Closure Daily Planning- Jade Class 

DATE Reading Writing Mathematics Topic 

Tuesday 

30.06.20 
 

YR1-Using 

the 5 

common 

exception 

words you 

chose 

yesterday 

practice 

writing them 

out.  
 

FS2- sing 

some 

counting 

songs with 

an adult.  

YR1-  Listen to the story of 

Ronald the Rhino 

https://www.youtube.com/wa

tch?v=0QnXpk_ceSU 
 

FS2- Read a book of your choice 

and talk about your favourite 

part.  

On YouTube watch ‘Dear Zoo’. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rudDGRQ9QGA 

Then see if you can move and 

sound like each animal in the 

story. 
 

Phonics: 

https://www.youtube.com/chann

el/UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ   

YR1-   Have a go at filling in 

the missing words to 

complete the Ronald the 

Rhino animal poems (see 

attachment).  

 

 

FS2- Write a list of all the 

animals you may see at the 

zoo. Remember when you write 

a list, each word goes under 

the other. 

 

 

YR1-   Have a go at Doggy 

Division Dinners game where you 

have to share the bones equally 

between the dogs to solve the 

problem.  

https://www.ictgames.com/mobil

ePage/doggyDivision/index.html  
 

FS2- Number ordering- look at the 

picture from dear zoo (see 

attachment) can you join the dots to 

find out what is hidden underneath? 

If you are unable to print the 

attachment have a go at copying 

down the numbers and joining them 

together, did you manage to make 

the same?  

PE-warm up- join in with 

some go noddle activities.  

https://www.gonoodle.com/  

 

Gymnastics- can you stretch 

up, high as tall as you can, 

then curl yourself up as small 

as you can, then stretch out 

as wide as you can.  

This week we are looking at 

all the basic gymnastic 

shapes. Look at the slide (see 

attachment) and see if you 

can copy all the moves. 

Which one is the easiest and 

which one is the hardest? Can 

you put them all into a 

sequence? 

 

Websites for additional work: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ  Ruth Miskin RWI phonics lessons 
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